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QUESTION 1

A Einstein Analytics consultant is asked to help a company report on their sales activity. The company wants to train
some users to create their own dashboards. They also want another team to only be able to use the dashboards. 

What must be configured to address these requirements? 

A. Create two permission sets with different system permissions. 

B. Use a permission set license with two different levels of access. 

C. Grant "Manage" access permission to the apps. 

D. Create a permission set license assignment with two different levels of access-

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A new field called "CardBalance" is added to the standard object. Account. The team wants to add this new field to an
Einstein Analytics dataset that sources the Account object; however, the team needs to limit the users who are able to
view that field\\'s data in the dataset. 

How can an Einstein Consultant help them implement this new requirement? 

A. Add the new field to the existing dataset and use the XMO file parameters to hide the new field from users who
should not have access to it. 

B. Add the new field to the existing dataset and activate "Sharing inheritance" in the Account object so only users who
have access to the field in Salesforce will have access in Einstein Analytics. 

C. Create a new Account dataset containing the new field and give access to this dataset only to users who should be
able to see the new field. 

D. Add the new field to the existing dataset and use "Security Predicates\\' to hide it from users who should not access
it. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Number of queries per user per day 

A. 10,000 

B. 50,000 

C. 1,000 

D. 20,000 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The Einstein Analytics Plus Platform license is enabled for a Salesforce org and assigned to each user. However, these
users cannot see the Einstein Analytics Studio in the App Launcher. 

How can this issue be addressed? 

A. Share the app with the users in Einstein Analytics. 

B. Create user accounts for the users in Einstein Analytics. 

C. Assign the users to the permission set containing Use Analytics. 

D. Assign the users to the permission set containing Manage Analytics. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why are insights in the Unrelated category important? 

A. They explain everything about the outcome. 

B. They aren\\'t important. Hence the name, Unrelated. 

C. They explain how interaction terms affect the outcome. 

D. The outcome might not have much to do with related variables. It might have more to do with global effects. 

Correct Answer: D 
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